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THE COMPLETE WRITER

WRITING WITH SKILL: LEVEL ONE
 By Susan Wise Bauer
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January 2012 / Paperback
ISBN 978-1-933339-53-5
$28.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 16
Education / 550 pgs.

Traditional principles. Contemporary methods. Unparalleled results.

This groundbreaking new writing series combines time-tested classical techniques—the 
imitation and analysis of great writers—with original composition exercises in history, sci-
ence, biography, and literature.
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January 2012 / Paperback
ISBN 978-1-933339-52-8 
$32.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 16 
Education / 600 pgs.
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Susan Wise Bauer is the best-selling author of the Story of the World series for 
elementary students and the co-author of The Well-Trained Mind: A Guide to 
Classical Education at Home.  She is a faculty member in English at the College of 

William & Mary in Virginia, where she teaches writing and literature.

    FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM:
•    Writing assignments are modeled on examples from great literature and classic          
      nonfiction
•    All source material for assignments is provided—no other books are needed
•    Student Workbook encourages independence by directing all assignments to the     
      student
•    Instructor Text provides scripted dialogue to use when the student has difficulty,  
      plus detailed guidance on how to evaluate the student’s work

��  SKILLS TAUGHT:
•    One- and two-level outlining
•    Writing chronological narratives,            
      biographical sketches, descriptions,   
      and sequences across the curriculum
•    Constructing basic literary essays on       
      fiction and poetry
•    Researching and documenting   
      source material

•  Review attention in both educational and parenting publications
•  Promotion on homeschool blogs
•  Author lectures at major parenting and educational conferences
•  Online promotion at The Well-Trained Mind Forum (30,000 members)
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•    First volume of four that will prepare  
      students for high-level rhetoric and         
      composition



•    Simple but innovative exercises encourage young 
      writers to strengthen their vocabulary and become 
      aware of the patterns of sentences
•    Legends and folklore are used to teach point of 
      view, characterization, plotting, and other vital skills
•    Classic poetry serves as a model for the student’s
      own original poems
•    Unlike most “how to write” books, The Creative 
      Writer is designed to be used in a mentor/student 
      relationship, with teaching,  guidance, and evaluation
      tips provided for the mentor or teacher
•    Can be used as a complement to Writing With Skill 

      or on its own 
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ADVANCED LANGUAGE LESSONS, LEVEL ONE
by Susan Wise Bauer & Audrey Anderson

The first volume in a four-book series that gives students a 

soup-to-nuts grasp of the English language.

Taking students from basic definitions (“A noun is the 
name of a person, place, thing, or idea”) through advanced 
sentence structure and analysis, Advanced Language Les-
sons equips young writers to go directly into high school 
or college rhetoric and composition with no further study.

January 2012 / Paperback
ISBN 978-1-933339-54-2 
$36.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 16
Education / 550 pgs.

THE CREATIVE WRITER, LEVEL ONE: 
Five Finger Exercises by Boris Fishman
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Boris Fishman (MFA, New York University) is a 
writer, editor and translator.  He has written for 
The New Yorker, The New York Times Magazine, The 
New Republic, Harper’s, The Wall Street Journal, 
and many other publications.

December 2011 / Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-933339-55-9  

$16.95  Territory W / 7” x 10” 

CQ 40 / Education / 150 pgs.

FIRST LANGUAGE LESSONS AUDIO COMPANION 
FOR LEVELS 1 & 2 

Read by Mark Russo, Music by Mike Smith

September 2011 / 978-1-933339-49-8 / $10.95 / Territory W / 75 minutes / CQ 24 / CD / 48 tracks / Education

A gentle, imaginative introduction to the skills all 

creative writers need.  

• Online promotion
• Author website: borisfishman.com
• Author lectures at major parenting and educational conferences

•  Scripted lessons make it possible for any parent or teacher     
    to use the program effectively
•  Step-by-step instruction 
•  Designed to complement Writing With Skill, but also   
    works perfectly as a stand-alone grammar curriculum
•  Assumes no prior grammar knowledge
•  Can be used effectively with students from fifth grade   
    through high school

• Author lectures at major parenting and educational conferences
• Online promotion at The Well-Trained Mind Forum (30,000 members)
• Advertising in major homeschool magazines and online publications

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

This revised edition features fun poems, entertaining stories, and 
memorable rhymes found in First Language Lessons Level 1 and Level 
2, along with vibrant and original songs that make memorization of 
the parts of speech simple and enjoyable.

1st ed. 978-1-933339-18-4
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THE COMPLETE WRITER: WRITING WITH EASE
by Susan Wise Bauer

 Young writers need one-on-one instruction—something which your child’s classroom 
may not offer. In The Complete Writer series, Susan Wise Bauer turns every parent into a writ-
ing teacher. No experience is needed. Drawing on her sixteen years of experience in teaching 
writing, Susan lays out a carefully-designed sequence of steps that will teach every student to put 
words on paper with ease and grace.
 This alternative plan for teaching writing combines the best elements of old-fashioned 
writing instruction with innovative new educational methods—and explains why so many writ-
ing programs fail.
 Designed for elementary-aged writers and for older students who still struggle, Writing 
With Ease builds a sturdy foundation of basic skills for grades 1-4 (or levels 1-4 for the older 
student who needs more work) all in the same book. Diagnostic tests within the book will help 
the parent to determine where the child needs to start and which workbook the child will need.
 You can use the text by itself as a guide, then choose your own copywork and dictation; 
or you can buy the workbooks, which do all the work for you. Grades 1-5.

The Text provides an overview of the program and gives an outline of assignments for Levels 1-4.

Workbook 1 teaches the basics of sentence formation through copywork and narration.

Workbook 2 leads the student into writing without using a visual guide.

Workbook 3 lays the foundation for the student’s own, original expository writing.

Workbook 4 builds on the foundation of Workbook 3 by developing further skills in original 
expository writing.

Text   ISBN 978-1-933339-25-2 | Hardcover | $29.95  
Education | 6.5” x 9.5” | CQ 26 | Territory W | 264 pgs. 

Workbook 1   ISBN 978-1-933339-26-9 | Paperback | $34.95
 Education | 8.5” x 11” | CQ 14 | Territory W | 303 pgs.

Workbook 2   ISBN 978-1-933339-29-0 | Paperback | $34.95
Education | 8.5” x 11” | CQ 14 | Territory W | 372 pgs. 

Workbook 4   ISBN 978-1-933339-31-3 | Paperback | $36.95
Education | 8.5” x 11” | CQ 12 | Territory W | 448 pgs. 

Workbook 3   ISBN 978-1-933339-30-6 | Paperback | $34.95
Education | 8.5” x 11” | CQ 10 | Territory W | 429 pgs. 

FIRST LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR THE WELL-TRAINED MIND
by Jessie Wise & Sara Buffington

First Language Lessons is a complete beginning grammar text that uses copywork, narration, 
picture study, and other classical techniques to develop the young student’s language ability. 
Scripted lessons give the teacher direction and confidence, while exquisite pencil reproductions 
of great paintings are used to encourage children in oral composition.

Originally published as a single two-year volume, Levels One and Two have been redesigned as 
two separate simple-to-use one-year programs.

Level 1
978-1-933339-44-3
$14.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 24
Paperback / 187 pgs.
Children/Education/
Language Arts

Level 2
978-1-933339-45-0

$14.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 24

Paperback / 258 pgs.
Children/Education/

Language Arts

Level 3
Instructor
978-1-933339-07-8
$29.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 14
Paperback / 480 pgs.
Education

Level 3
Student

978-1-933339-08-5
$18.95 / Territory W

8.5” x 11” / CQ 14
Paperback / 349 pgs.

Education

Level 4
Instructor
978-1-933339-34-4
$29.95 / Territory W
8.5” x 11” / CQ 10
Paperback / 562 pgs.
Education

Level 4
Student

978-1-933339-33-7
$19.95 / Territory W

8.5” x 11” / CQ 10
Paperback / 384 pgs.

Education
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM MAP



Using Writing With Ease with First Language Lessons

For students in grades 1-4, a thorough language arts program contains four elements: reading, 
writing, grammar, and spelling. Traditional language arts curricula often combine all four—but 
this is not necessarily the best solution for your child. For one thing, we believe that reading 
should be a joy; rather than recommending an elementary literature ‘curriculum,’ we suggest 
that you should go to the library and read, read, read. For another, programs that combine 
grammar and writing (“grammar and composition”) usually do one of those elements well—but 
not the other. Grammar and writing are related but different skills, and often a young student 
will progress at a different rate with each—producing frustration if the two are tied together.

Writing With Ease and First Language Lessons provide related but independent lessons in 
writing and grammar. Although the books reinforce each other, your child can follow his own 
natural pace in each, and still develop well-rounded, complete grammar and writing skills. 

You can even substitute another writing or grammar program for Writing With Ease or First 
Language Lessons. Although these programs are strongest when used together, both programs 
can mesh smoothly with other curricula.

Writing With Ease and First Language Lessons offer you maximum flexibility, maximum ease of 
learning—and gentle, thorough grounding in basic language skills.




�

Too many parents watch their children struggle with early read-
ing skills—and don’t know how to help. Phonics programs are 
often too complicated, too expensive, too reliant on gimmicks and 
games, and filled with too much obscure, intimidating language. 
The Ordinary Parent’s Guide to Teaching Reading cuts through 
the confusion, giving you a simple, direct, scripted guide to teach-
ing reading. This one book supplies you with the tools you need to 
teach your kids to read. By the end of this two-year program (231 
scripted lessons), your child will be reading at a fourth-grade read-
ing level.

Over the years of her teaching career, Jessie Wise has seen parents 
intimidated by the idea that only trained professionals can teach 
reading. She and Sara Buffington wrote The Ordinary Parent’s 
Guide to Teaching Reading to equip you with a clear, comprehen-
sive phonics program—a program that gives you the know-how 
and confidence to take matters into your own hands. Grades K-4.

THE ORDINARY PARENT’S GUIDE TO TEACHING READING
by Jessie Wise & Sara Buffington

ISBN 978-0-9728603-1-4
$29.95 / Territory W

8.5” x 11” / CQ 16
Paperback / 374 pgs.

Education

THE ORDINARY PARENT’S GUIDE TO TEACHING READING 

ISBN 978-1-933339-19-1
$8.99 / Territory W
49 minutes / CQ 24
CD / 38 tracks
Education

This CD contains over 30 tracks covering the sounds used for short 
vowels, long vowels, consonants, the schwa, digraphs, and more. 
Lyrics and a key to phonetic symbols enable you to read along 
with the tracks. Rhymes and songs put the sounds in context, in a 
memorable and fun format for children. Grades K-4.
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AUDIO COMPANION
Rhymes read by Mark Russo

Music by Mike Smith
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VOLUME 1: ANCIENT TIMES  
ISBN 978-1-933339-00-9  
$16.95 / Territory W
 6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 28 
Paperback / 348 pgs. 
Education

Hardcover / $21.95  
978-1-933339-01-6

(1st edition paperback 
978-0-9714129-0-1)

VOLUME 2: THE MIDDLE AGES  
  ISBN 978-1-933339-09-2  

$16.95 / Territory W
 6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 28 
Paperback / 430 pgs.

Education

 
Hardcover / $21.95  
978-1-933339-10-8

(1st edition paperback
 978-0-9714129-3-6)

The Story of the World TEXT BOOKS by Susan Wise Bauer

Hardcover / $21.95  
978-0-9728603-0-7

Education
Paperback / 423 pgs.
6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 26
$16.95 / Territory W
ISBN 978-0-9714129-9-6  

VOLUME 3: EARLY MODERN TIMES

Hardcover / $21.95  
978-0-9728603-4-5

Education
Paperback / 518 pgs.
6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 20

$16.95 / Territory W
ISBN 978-0-9728603-3-8

VOLUME 4: THE MODERN AGE

Recommended for Grades 1-4 Recommended for Grades 2-5

Recommended for Grades 3-6 Recommended for Grades 4-8
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THE STORY OF THE WORLD
History for the Classical Child

by Susan Wise Bauer

This four-volume narrative history series for elementary students will transform 
your study of history—one chapter per week, one book per year.

The Story of the World has won awards from numerous homeschooling maga-
zines and readers’ polls. Over 150,000 copies of the series are in print!

The accompanying Activity Book for each volume gives you exercises, maps, 
review questions, reading lists, and more, so you have an entire history and 
literature curriculum at your fingertips.

Unabridged audiobooks bring to life the stories and records of the peoples of 
the past. The audiobooks may be used along with the print books or as supple-
ments to a traditional history curriculum.

Tests, available for each Volume, give you an easy way to make sure your child 
is absorbing important events from world history. Ideal for students in grades 3 
and up.
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The Story of the World TESTS by Elizabeth Rountree

VOLUME 2: THE MIDDLE AGES

ISBN 978-1-933339-20-7
$12.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 50
Paperback / 176 pgs. 
Education

VOLUME 1: ANCIENT TIMES  
ISBN 978-1-933339-21-4

$12.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 50 
Paperback / 92 pgs. 

Education

VOLUME 4: THE MODERN AGE

ISBN 978-1-933339-02-3
$12.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 50 
Paperback / 176 pgs. 
Education

VOLUME 3: EARLY MODERN TIMES

ISBN 978-1-933339-22-1
$12.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 50  
Paperback / 160 pgs. 

Education

www.peacehillpress.comwww.welltrainedmind.com

The Story of the World ACTIVITY BOOKS by Susan Wise Bauer

These comprehensive, 8.5” x 11” curriculum guides contain map activities, coloring pages, games, 
projects, review questions, cross-references to illustrated encyclopedias, and extensive book lists. 
Couple with The Story of the World for a complete history, geography, and literature program. 
Children and parents love the activities, ranging from cooking projects to crafts, board games to 
science experiments, and puzzles to projects (like mummifying a chicken)! The Activity Books are 
among our most popular products.

VOLUME 1: ANCIENT TIMES  
ISBN 978-1-933339-05-4
$34.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 16  / Education
Paperback / 321 pgs. 
(1st edition 978-0-9714129-5-8)

VOLUME 2: THE MIDDLE AGES
ISBN 978-1-933339-13-9

$36.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 10  / Education

Paperback / 463 pgs. 
(1st edition 978-0-9714129-4-4)

ISBN 978-0-9728603-5-2
$36.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 12  / Education
Paperback / 431 pgs. 

VOLUME 4: THE MODERN AGE

ISBN 978-0-9728603-2-1
$36.95 / Territory W
 8.5” x 11” / CQ 14  / Education
Paperback / 417 pgs. 

VOLUME 3: EARLY MODERN TIMES
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Together, the core history texts, audiobooks, activity books, and tests create a com-
plete one-year history curriculum for any family or classroom.  Literature guides pro-
vided in the activity books also make it possible to construct a history-based literature 
curriculum to accompany The Story of the World.

�������	
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����	����
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Complete set:
Text
Activity Book
Tests
Audiobook

Volume 2:
 The Middle Ages

Volume 3:
 Early Modern Times

�����	���
�
�	����	�����	

Volume 1: Ancient Times

The Story of the World

 AUDIOBOOKS 
read by Jim Weiss

VOLUME 1: ANCIENT TIMES

ISBN 978-1-933339-04-7
$39.95 / Territory W
7 CDs / CQ 20
Education
(1st edition 978-0-9742391-0-0)

VOLUME 4: THE MODERN AGE

ISBN 978-1-933339-03-0
$54.95 / Territory W

11 CDs / CQ 20
Education

VOLUME 3: EARLY MODERN TIMES

ISBN 978-1-933339-17-7
$49.95 / Territory W

9 CDs / CQ 20
Education

(1st edition 978-0-9742391-2-7)

VOLUME 2: THE MIDDLE AGES

ISBN 978-1-933339-12-2
$44.95 / Territory W
9 CDs / CQ 20
Education
(1st edition 978-0-9742391-1-9)

Check curriculum map on 
page 26-27 for grade 

recommendations.
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WHO IN THE WORLD WAS THE SECRETIVE PRINTER?
The Story of Johannes Gutenberg 
by Robert Beckham, illustrations by Jed Mickle

Johannes Gutenberg spent his days shut away, working on a mysterious 
project. His neighbors wondered what he was doing in his metal shop. 
Why did he need so much money? Was he making expensive gold jew-
elry? Weapons? Armor? How did his invention change the world?

WHO IN THE WORLD WAS THE ACROBATIC EMPRESS?
The Story of Theodora by Robin Phillips 
illustrations by Jeff West

The Emperor Justinian could not decide what to do. His people were 
rioting. An angry mob poured through the streets destroying houses and 
taverns. Unsure what to do, he turned and looked at his wife, the wisest 
person in the room. What would the Empress Theodora urge him to do?

978-0-9728603-6-9 / $9.50 / Territory W / 7” x 10”/ CQ 50 / Paperback
 45 pgs. / Education

978-0-9728603-9-0 / $9.50 / Territory W /  7” x 10” / CQ 50 / Paperback 
46 pgs. / Education


	www.welltrainedmind.com www.peacehillpress.com

WHO IN THE WORLD WAS THE FORGOTTEN EXPLORER?
The Story of Amerigo Vespucci by Lorene Lambert 
illustrations by Jed Mickle

When Columbus landed on the islands in the Caribbean Sea, he thought 
he was off the coast of China. A few years later, Amerigo Vespucci sailed 
west, hoping to find a new route to the East. Instead, he discovered new 
lands that nobody at home knew about. What did he see?

978-0-9728603-8-3 / $9.50 / Territory W / 7” x 10” / CQ 50 / Paperback
49 pgs. / Education

 Backlist Bestsellers History

WHO IN THE WORLD? BIOGRAPHIES

 The classical curriculum introduces even the youngest student to the pleasures of true 
learning. Elementary students learn history not through predigested textbooks with multiple-
choice answers, but through reading the stories of history.
 Unfortunately, biographies of great men and women of the past are almost all written for 
older students, limiting the ability of young students to explore history through reading. Librar-
ies are crammed with biographies written for high school students and adults—while beginning 
readers are provided with a shelf full of junior-level books about football players, NASCAR driv-
ers, and movie stars.
 Now, Peace Hill Press puts real history back into the grasp of the youngest historians with 
the Who in the World Biography Series. The first entries in the series provide young readers and 
their parents and teachers with biographies of great men and women of the Middle Ages. De-
signed to be used as part of The Story of the World curriculum, these biographies give beginning 
historians in grades 2-4 a chance to explore beyond the textbook. Grades 2-4.

The biographies correlate to the following chapters in The Story of the World, 
Volume 2: The Middle Ages.

Theodora—Chapter Four
Ethelred —Chapter Fifteen
Amerigo Vespucci—Chapter Thirty-One
Johannes Gutenberg—Chapter Thirty-Five

��������������������������������������������������������������
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TELLING GOD’S STORY, YEAR TWO: 
INSTRUCTOR TEXT & TEACHING GUIDE  

by Peter Enns

�
www.welltrainedmind.com www.olivebranchbooks.net

THE STORY OF ETHELRED Audiobook 
by Connie Clark, read by Jim Weiss

ISBN 978-1-933339-28-3
$12.95 / Territory W
38 minutes / CQ 50

CD / 8 tracks 
Education

THE STORY OF JOHANNES GUTENBERG Audiobook
by Robert Beckham, read by Jim Weiss
ISBN 978-1-933339-27-6
$12.95 / Territory W
29 minutes / CQ 50
CD / 6 tracks 
Education

THE STORY OF AMERIGO VESPUCCI Audiobook
by Lorene Lambert, read by Jim Weiss

ISBN 978-1-933339-35-1
$12.95 / Territory W
36 minutes / CQ 50

CD / 6 tracks 
Education

THE STORY OF THEODORA Audiobook
by Robin Phillips, read by Jim Weiss
ISBN 978-1-933339-39-9
$12.95 / Territory W
26 minutes / CQ 50
CD / 7 tracks 
Education

WHO IN THE WORLD WAS THE UNREADY KING?
The Story of Ethelred by Connie Clark
illustrations by Jed Mickle

Ethelred’s mother stood behind him. The archbishop smeared holy oil on 
Ethelred’s shoulders and hands. He gave Ethelred a heavy sword and placed 
a gold crown on his head. The crown was too big—it fell over his eyes. How 
did Ethelred become king when he was only ten years old?

978-0-9728603-7-6 / $9.50 / Territory W / 7” x 10” / CQ 50
Paperback  / 54 pgs. / Education

WHO IN THE WORLD? AUDIOBOOKS

History              Backlist Bestsellers

•  Designed for busy parents and teachers to use with maximum ease and minimal prep time
•  Provides a full year of religious instruction
•  Published under the Olive Branch Books imprint of Peace Hill Press in order to distinguish it  
    from Peace Hill’s secular history and language arts materials
•  Allows parents and teachers to teach the Bible while freeing it from political and sectarian agendas

Weekly religion lessons for second-graders, scripted for 
parents and teachers to make preparation and instruction 
straightforward and simple.

• Author lectures at major educational conferences
• Targeted marketing to both religion and parenting blogs

• Advertising in national parent magazines

��������������������������������������������������������������

The second in a twelve-year series designed to take young students 
from elementary through high school, Telling God’s Story, Year Two 
provides scripted weekly lessons for second graders and the adults 
who teach them. Each weekly lesson provides pithy, content-filled 
background information for the teacher, a biblical passage from one 
of the four Gospels to read aloud, and a scripted explanation of the 
passage designed especially for children to grasp with ease.

February 2012 / Paperback
ISBN 978-1-933339-50-4
$14.95 / Territory W
6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 32 / 130 pgs.
Parenting/Religion

Olive Branch Books is the religious instruction imprint of Peace Hill Press. Olive Branch Books rep-
resents Peace Hill’s commitment to providing parents and teachers with the best possible educational 
materials: carefully researched, designed for busy parents and teachers to use with maximum ease and 
minimum preparation time, and free from narrow sectarian and political agendas.

��������������������������������������������������������������
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Peter Enns holds a Ph.D. in Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations from Harvard 
and has taught in both university and seminary classrooms for over fifteen years. He 
and his wife Susan live in Pennsylvania and are the parents of three children.

TELLING GOD’S STORY:
A PARENTS’ GUIDE TO TEACHING THE BIBLE

by Peter Enns

In this accessible and engaging book, Peter Enns (author of the 
controversial and best-selling Inspiration and Incarnation: Evan-
gelicals and the Problem of the Old Testament) provides parents 
and teachers with a straightforward and intelligent twelve-year 
plan for teaching the Bible. Written for lay readers but incor-
porating the best scholarly insights, Telling God’s Story avoids 
sectarian agendas. Instead, Enns suggests beginning with the 
parables of the Gospels for the youngest students; continuing on 
with the more complex stories of the Old and New Testaments 
for middle grade students; and guiding high school students into 
an understanding of the history and culture of biblical times. 

www.olivebranchbooks.net www.olivebranchbooks.net

TELLING GOD’S STORY, YEAR TWO ACTIVITY BOOK:
STUDENT GUIDE & ACTIVITY PAGES

Edited by Justin Moore
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•    Entertaining, easy-to-complete activities and crafts reinforce the content of weekly         
      lessons
•    Designed for historical accuracy by the experienced team at Peace Hill Press in                    
      consultation with historian Susan Wise Bauer
•    Like all Peace Hill Press materials, designed for busy parents and teachers to use with          
      maximum ease and minimal prep time
•    Together with the Instructor Text, the Activity Book provides a full year of religious         
      instruction
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Justin Moore has taught English and history to elementary and high school students, 
and currently works as an editor and researcher at Peace Hill Press and Olive Branch 
Books. He has degrees in history and theology from the College of William & Mary 
and Westminster Theological Seminary. He and his wife Melissa live in Charles City, 
Virginia.
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February 2012 / Paperback
ISBN 978-1-933339-51-1
$29.95 / Territory W
6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 32 / 400 pgs. 
Parenting/Religion

ISBN 978-1-933339-46-7
$11.95 / Territory W
6.5” x 9.5” / CQ 32
Paperback / 103 pgs.
Parenting/Religion

TELLING GOD’S STORY by Peter Enns
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www.peacehillpress.com

Visit Our Websites
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Scribd:       
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Religion  backlist bestsellers from olive branch books

www.olivebranchbooks.net

TELLING GOD’S STORY, 
YEAR ONE:

INSTRUCTOR TEXT & TEACHING GUIDE
by Peter Enns

Telling God’s Story, Year One provides weekly lessons for el-
ementary-grade students, based on the parables and the Gos-
pels. The Instructor Text and Teaching Guide contains pithy, 
content-filled background information for the teacher, a biblical 
passage to read aloud, and a scripted explanation of the pas-
sage designed especially for young children to grasp with ease. 
The accompanying Activity Book provides historically accurate 
coloring pages, learning projects, and group activities to fill out 
an entire week of home, school, or Sunday School study. This 
Year One curriculum provides a full year of religious instruction.

978-1-933339-48-1 / $14.95  
Territory W / 6.5” x 9.5”  

CQ 40 / Paperback / 125 pgs. 
 Religion / Education

978-1-933339-47-4 / $29.95 
Territory W / 8.5” x 11”

CQ 14 / Paperback / 424 pgs.
Religion / Education

TELLING GOD’S STORY, 
YEAR ONE ACTIVITY BOOK:

STUDENT GUIDE & ACTIVITY PAGES

Edited by Justin Moore

These lesson plans, designed to accompany the weekly 
lessons laid out in Telling God’s Story, Year One, provide 
coloring pages, craft projects, and group activities to fill out 
an entire week of homeschool or private school study; a 
core set of activities is also provided for the use of Sunday 
School teachers. Coloring pages accompany each lesson 
and accurately reflect the historical setting of the original 
stories, while a full range of crafts and activities help young 
students understand and remember.
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Peace Hill Press gives parents all the tools they need to teach 
their children—no expertise required.

Peace Hill Press   •  18021 The Glebe Lane   •   Charles City, Virginia   •   23030   •   877-322-3445   •   www.peacehillpress.com
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